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Executive Summary
Ann Mahnke
Parks & Public Works Director
City of Victoria
1670 Stieger Lake Lane
Victoria, MN 55386
Dear Ms Mahnke,
This document fulfills your request for recommendations regarding a comprehensive wayfinding
proposal for the City of Victoria, Minnesota. Our task was to provide background, precedent, and potential solutions for a signage program that would highlight Victoria’s ameneties and provide ease of
access to all visitors. We focused on the following areas of inquiry:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the important destination points within the City of Victoria?
Which are the primary and secondary routes of travel to and through the city?
What are the best locations for potential signage?
What is the economic benefit of implementing a comprehensive wayfinding plan?
How might such a plan integrate into the rest of the region?
How much might such a plan cost?

Given these areas, we recommend the addition of 15 signs throughout the City of Victoria, many of
them concentrated in the downtown area. Our methodology for choosing placement included informed precedent of past plans in similar cities and recommended wayfinding guidelines provided by
the Metropolitan Council.
After selecting ideal placement for signage and identifying primary and secondary routes of access,
we obtained a quote for signage implimentation. This quote, along with an alternative, is included in
the report.
Finally, we provide recommendations for further inquiry into creating a comprehensive wayfinding
system. These include considering the use of diginal interactive elements to the wayfinding ameneties
(like the use of QR codes on signs), and approaching either Carver County or the City of Chaska regarding cost sharing for certain sign options.
The report is intended as guidance for implimentation, and pays special attention to how the City of
Victoria could uniquely benefit from implimenting a comprehensive wayfinding plan. Please feel free
to contact us with any questions.
Sincereley,
Laurena Schlottach - Ratcliff
Jono Cowgill
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Introduction
The City of Victoria has a unique

Implementing signage as part of a

geographic and cultural position within

strategic wayfinding plan can help drive

Carver County. Its community center,

traffic to community assets, bringing in

historic business district, natural ameni- tourism dollars and developing regional
ties, and placement within the County

awareness of the quaint charm that the

make it a compelling destination for

City of Victoria has. This report propos-

visitors from near and far. Recent addi-

es such a plan for the City. It includes

tions including ENKI Brewing and the

recommendations on where signage

under-construction amphitheatre be-

should go, how such placement will

side Steiger Lake build upon the City’s

interact with already-determined bike,

charm, making it a destination point for pedestrian and vehicle routes, sugday trips along the bike trails. In order

gestions for signage types along with

to build upon these and other recent

potential costs, and general recommen-

community improvements, and to en-

dations for future wayfinding related

hance the impact of local businesses, a

promotional efforts in the City.

thoughtful wayfinding plan should be
developed and implemented.

The newly designed
ampitheater will be situated
on the banks Steiger Lake
beside the bike trail and
at the foot of downtown.
Wayfinding signage will be
integral to guiding bikers
and other local traffic to
events happening at the new
ampitheater.
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The Mission of Victoria is to “promote the

Current planning documents also were

geographical advantages and environment of our

taken into account. These documents include

City by providing cost effective, customer service

the Trails and Open Space Comprehensive Plan

driven, innovative public service.” In striving to

(2005), studies produced by the city and county,

better achieve that Mission, the City of Victoria

economic potential, and the mission and vision of

is interested in enhancing its signage. The City

the City.

of Victoria has a number of environmental and
recreational amenities that may not be accessed
as frequently as desired because people do not

What is Wayfinding?
“Wayfinding design provides guidance

know they exist, or they are unaware of how to

and the means to help people feel at ease in their

navigate to the locations. Additionally, these

surroundings” (p.12, Gibson, 2009). A wayfind-

amenities and destinations may provide an unre-

ing system is an important tool for helping peo-

alized economic benefit as they can attract rec-

ple navigate and fully experience an area. Well

reational tourists and drive individuals to down-

placed signage ensures that people can safely

town businesses. The problem question here is:

reach desired destinations. It also can help people

how can the City enhance its wayfinding signage

discover new areas of interest in an impromptu

in a way that can effectively drive multimodal

way. Good wayfinding design fits and even en-

traffic to destination points while also keeping

hances the unique character of an area. A way-

costs of such signage improvements low?

finding plan in the City of Victoria would enhance

Aside from the potential economic bene-

the use of the city’s public amenities, especially

fits that strategic wayfinding can bring to a city,

the parks, trails and downtown areas, providing,

such a plan can also help the City think about

aesthetic, safety, health and economic benefits to

what its primary community assets are.

the community.

The wayfinding plan proposed here
identifies locations and signage
options that best promote the use
of the civic, cultural, natural and
economic amenities that the city
has to offer. The signage and
wayfinding plan for the City of Victoria
takes into consideration the City’s
location within the larger system of
parks and trails.
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Why does the City of
Victoria Need a Wayfinding Plan?
The City of Victoria is known for its lakes and
parks. Within the City there are over 120 acres
of reserved land, 22 parks and numerous biking, walking and hiking trails. Located in Carver
County, Minnesota, off of State highways 5 and
7, the city has a population of about 7,300 (U S
Census, 2010) and is on a trajectory for growth.
According to the Parks, Trails and Open Space
Comprehensive Plan (City of Victoria, 2005), the
city “is primarily a low density community with little commercial or industrial development”(p.10).
Even so, recent years have shown new development and population growth.

As the City grows, there will be additional need
for services, commercial development and higher density development within the community.
The city is located about 25 miles west of downtown Minneapolis and neighbors the Cities of
Chanhassen, Chaska, Waconia and Shorewood.
In this area there has been growing investment
in and usage of regional parks and trails with
focus on the value of trails for transportation,
fitness, tourism and recreation (Carver County
2030, Parks, Open Space and Trail System Plan).
Victoria is situated near several major trails and
park reserves in Carver County that are apart of
the Three Rivers Park District. In the Three Rivers
Park District, which includes multiple counties in
the west-metro area, there are 16 trails and 24
parks. The City of Victoria is home to the Carver
Park Reserve and is on the Lake Minnetonka
LRT, a 15 mile trail, connecting Victoria to the
City of Hopkins.
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City of Victoria Park
Master Plan Vision
The City of Victoria’s Parks, Trails and Open
Space Comprehensive Plan (2005) notes that
past and current planning efforts have focused
on parks and open space as an integral component in Victoria’s development and growth.
The parks, open space and trails in the area
help to preserve the image of the City of Victoria as a small town that cares about the rural
heritage of the community. This sentiment
contributes to the need for a wayfinding plan as
signage and directions will highlight the value
of parks, trails and open space, and direct people to the abundance of natural amenities in

The vision for the Parks, Trails and Open
Space System in Victoria is one in which the city’s
environmental amenities enhance quality of life.
The wayfinding plan proposed here fits neatly
into the City’s vision to “improve, develop and
create a system of places safely and innovatively
linked through a network of planned open spaces
and sensitively managed green space corridors”
(p.6), as a signage plan will add fluidity to the
large number of parks and trails already within
the city. The wayfinding plan also supports “big
Ideas” that contribute to Victoria’s holistic Park
System plan including Trail Connectivity, the development of an Urban Town Square and Victoria’s Gateways.

the city (p.5), while also supporting long-standing and upcoming businesses integral to the

• Trail Connectivity A wayfinding plan

vitality of the city. The Park Master Plan focuses
on the physical and programmatic needs as
the City is integrated into partnerships in the
region and as the city has experienced increasing growth and development. The Park Master
Plan provides support for a wayfinding system

•

in the City of Victoria and brings to light areas
of consideration in the system’s development.

•

would lend itself to “connectedness” as a
central of the Parks System. Appropriately placed signage will help the community
move from destination to destination in the
city.
Urban Town Square Signage and directions in the City will help the community and
visitors locate the town square in the central
business district making it an identifiable
landmark.
Victoria’s Gateways Signage within the
city will help create a welcoming atmosphere
for people coming and leaving, just as entry
point signs would. Some signage in the wayfinding plan may also coincide with entry and
exit signage in the city.
9

Demographic and
Housing Trends
The proposed wayfinding plan in this report
supports the demographic trends highlighted
in the Parks Master Plan as the city’s recreation
needs have increased greatly in the last 20
years with population growth. The Parks Master Plan notes that since 1990, the population
has more than quadrupled. The city expects
that by 2020 the population will be nearly
20,000 (p.11). With more people living in the
area the use of parks and recreation facilities
will likely increase. With this change comes an
increased need for services. Additionally, a city
with accessible recreation facilities, like well
signed parks and trails, increases the incentive
for homeowners to move to an area. In an
analysis on the property value impact of parks
and trails (p.8, Melvin) it is noted that 70% of
landowners believe having a trail nearby is
positive and 70% of realtors indicated that they

Residents in multi-family developments are less
likely to have their own yard and recreation area,
meaning that access to public recreation areas
will be continuously important. The household
composition of the City of Victoria is also critical
to informing the implementation of a wayfinding plan. Much of the population in the area
is aging and over the age of 55 (p.13). Elderly
people may be less likely to use online mapping
services, making use of trails and walking signage
for accessing to the downtown area and other
important city destinations. Likewise, these individuals may have more leisure time, making access to trails and parks more valuable. The Parks
Master Plan also explains that while the number
of school age children per household will remain constant, the overall number of children in
the community will increase. A wayfinding plan
will increase the safety of accessing parks, trails,
downtown and the other major destinations in
the City for these young people.

use a home’s proximity to nearby trails to sell a
home. A wayfinding plan would provide more
access and visibility to nearby trails that have
the added benefits of nature, recreation and
health to potential homeowners in the growing
city. Trails and accessibility will be increasingly
important in Victoria as the Park Master Plan
notes that the “higher cost of raw land” has
contributed to the increasing number of higher
density, multi-family housing developments in
the city.
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The 2004 Community
Park and Recreation
Survey and Current
Park Inventory: The
Importance of Connections
The Parks Master Plan outlines the Parks and
Recreation Committee’s 2004 Park and Recreation Survey in which the current service level
was perceived by the community as “good”
(not exceptional or weak)(p.15). A wayfinding
plan may improve the public perception of the
City’s Park and Recreation services as the survey
found that the most important facility to households was walking and biking trails. Specifically,
residents desired better connections to the
existing trail system (p.30). Trails in Victoria are
typically identified as either on-street trails or
off-street trails. On-street trails are the primary trails in the trail system and are used more
often. These on-street trails are important for
safe connections and recreation (p.31). As most
of the signage for the wayfinding plan would

The summary of the City’s current park inventory
also demonstrates how the City will benefit from
a wayfinding plan. The Parks Master Plan notes
that for the most part, Victoria meets or exceeds
the level of service required by the National Recreation and Park Association (p.18). However, the
City does have the opportunity to better serve
the community in the number of neighborhood
parks. For particular park facilities, members
of the community travel to Community Parks
(p.21). A wayfinding plan would ease the travel
of residents to Community Parks and improve
their access to particular types of facilities. In the
plan’s analysis of the existing parks and recommendations for the park’s improvements, 7 of the
parks in the City of Victoria have “increased trail
connectivity” listed as a future priority. As it will
take time to develop all of the desired trail infill
pieces in the system, a wayfinding plan would improve the existence of missing trail pieces in the
beginning. Increased signage would help improve
these sites connectedness to the greater parks
and trail system.

be located on streets, the implementation of a
signage system helps residents who may not
have direct access to trail and park amenities
link into the system, and aid those who experience a gap in trail connectivity locate their
whereabouts in a safe manner. The City of Victoria would be increasing its service level in the
area by providing directions for residents and
users of the parks and trail system.
11

The City of Victoria
Walkability Goals

The City of Victoria’s
Parks and Trails within
the Region

The City of Victoria Walkable Community Work-

A wayfinding plan for the City of Victoria also ties

shop Report (2007) focuses on local planning

into the parks and trails development happening

and land use decisions that affect the physical

in neighboring cities. In Chanhassen, a link to the

activity levels of residents in the city. The City

Minnesota Landscape Arboretum is being pur-

of Victoria is invested in its level of walkability

sued. Similarly, a link to Chaska is on the City’s

as “The walkability of a community can be seen

radar. These linkages combined with future trail

as an indicator of a neighborhood’s quality

development in Waconia in Minnetrista put the

of life as well a statement of community val-

City of Victoria in a positive position for increased

ues”(p.1). The report notes that those who live

future trail use that could increase the number

in a highly walkable community engage in more

of visitors and trail users in Victoria. The Carver

physical activity and walkable communities can

County Parks, Open Space, and Trails Plan (The

be seen as mitigators to growing problems as-

Carver County 2030 Comprehensive Plan) iden-

sociated with inactivity and obesity (p.4) Ame-

tifies trail connectivity and linkages in the City of

nities in walkable communities include trails

Victoria as important for the County-wide plan

paths and sidewalks, which the City of Victoria

as well. The County plan notes that the CSAH 18

has many of. Additionally, an April 2007 com-

corridor in Victoria and Chanhassen is especially

munity survey shows that the city’s residents

important from an alternative transportation per-

value the walkability of their community as

spective (p 6.39). Additionally, the County plan

82.7% of the survey respondents said that use

notes that future trail development throughout

the parks and trails regularly or occasionally

the County is planned to happen, bringing with it

(p.5). As the City has identified walkability as

health, recreation and economic benefits to the

a priority for the health and well-being of the

area as a whole. Signage implemented within the

community, a wayfinding plan would enhance

wayfinding plan will improve the experience and

the City’s efforts to make walking safer and

safety of users capitalizing on these new connec-

more accessible. Signage would direct walkers

tions and prepare the area for increased pedestri-

to destination of interest and promote walking
as a suitable and sufficient method of transpor-

an and bike traffic and tourism.

tation.
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Wayfinding alignment Met Council Parks
Survey: Who is using
with the the work of
trails?
the Met-Council
In the summer of 2008, between memorial day
Looking at the use of Parks and Trails

outside the City of Victoria and Carver County also provides perspective on the need for
wayfinding. The Metropolitan Council is the
regional policy making board for the Twin Cities
area and runs the regional parks system. The
data that the Council provides on trail and park
use shows the significance of these amenities in
the region and makes the case for a wayfinding
system in Victoria that adds value to the city
and the users of the regional parks and trails
system as a whole.

and labor day, the Metropolitan Council administered a regional parks and trails survey which
provided feedback from 7,245 visitors across the
91 park and trail sites in the seven-county Twin
Cities Metropolitan Area. Some key findings from
the survey support efforts to make trails and
transportation paths more user friendly in the
City of Victoria through the proposed wayfinding
plan. Because the survey was based on regional
trails and parks, and there were no regional trails
in Carver County at the time of the survey, data
was based solely on regional park use for this
area. However, as much of the data for other
counties seemed comparable in both the areas of
parks and trails, it would make sense that the use
of parks would reflect the use of trails in Carver
County as well.
First of all, the survey results found that 92
percent of park and trail users in Carver County
got there by automobile(p.16). This could have
a number of implications for the wayfinding plan
in the city. If people are mainly traveling by auto-

“92 percent of people
using trails get there by
automobile”
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mobile in the county, this could mean that tour-

understanding of directions and location may be

ism is a key factor for trail and park use in the

barriers in the City of Victoria. By providing a sys-

area. The survey identifies that 52% of Carver

tem of signs that helps people find their way, it is

County park visits are made by non-locals (p.26),

likely that the access to park and trail amenities

furthering the notion that these attractions bring

will be more equitable.

economic activity from outsiders to the area.
Improved wayfinding would attract travelers as
amenities are easier to use and find. The fact that

Parks Usage Report
The Annual Use Estimate of the Metropol-

92% of visitors use automobile transportation to

itan Regional Parks System for 2014 highlights

visit Carver County parks could also mean that

some important statistics that show the growing

people choose to drive because they are unsure

use and economic benefits of parks and trails in

of walking or biking routes. By implementing

Carver County. These statistics support the cre-

a wayfinding system it is likely that the city will

ation of a wayfinding plan that encourages the

see more active means of transportation to park

further use of parks and trails as they are be-

and trail amenities as routes are identified which,

coming more popular. According to the report,

improves the safety outlook for pedestrians and

“Park visits increased most significantly in Carver

encourages healthy lifestyles.

County regional parks and trail, wherein visits

Another finding from the survey which

increased 103% from the preceding year” (p.2).

lends itself to a wayfinding plan for the City of

This means that more people are making use of

Victoria is the recommendation that future sur-

the area’s natural amenities and could mean that

veys look to increase minority input to better un-

there are more visitors coming to Carver County,

derstand the lower utilization rates of parks and

and thus the City of Victoria, who are unfamiliar

trails by minority non-users, as the survey data

with the area. The report notes that only 47.7%

suggests that there may be potential barriers to

of park and trail use is considered “local” in Carv-

use (p.31). Although barriers to parks and trail

er County(p.35), that means that a great deal of

use are not identified in the survey, the

tourism may be occurring in the area. Tourists
14

may not be very aware of their location and thus

and bikers find destinations of interest, improve

may benefit from increased signage. If the area is

the quality of safety for walkers and bikers, con-

more user friendly, it is likely that the City of Vic-

tribute to the overall user experience and pro-

toria will attract more trail and park users and the

mote the economic activity of city.

visitors will stay longer, participating in all that
the city has to offer.
Additionally the use estimates provide
some notion of how much activity is happening
at regional parks and trails in the area. A major
amenity within the City of Victoria included in this
study is the Carver Park Reserve. It is estimated
that there were 296,500 visits to the Carver Park
Reserve in 2014 (p.9) and within all the Parks and
Trails in the region, it is estimated that there were
48,687,143 visits. From this data it can be concluded that parks and trails in the City of Victoria,
and throughout the region are being used and
are important to the communities and people
they serve. Additionally, trail use and park use is
on the rise as a whole as there has been a 3.3%
increase in visits in the region as a whole (p.28)
The report also finds that 23% of activity occasions were walking or hiking activities and 19%
of activity occasions were biking activities. This
evidence supports the need for wayfinding plan
in the City of Victoria as signage will help walkers
15

Economic Benefits of
Wayfinding
As trail use across the metro is increasing,
there are apparent economic returns for communities and regions that have trail traffic. As a
wayfinding plan makes trails and amenities more
accessible in the City of Victoria, this proposal

“Trails...can have a
positive impact on

property
values”

highlights the economic impact of trail development referencing the paper What is the econom-

ic impact of trails and is planning and funding
trails a wise investment for government? (Melvin,
2015). This paper addresses questions surrounding government funding for trails and trail related
development with arguments emphasizing the
value of trails as they encourage healthy lifestyles,
build community and drive economic development (p.2) Melvin writes that trails are valuable
to the local economy as trail users spend more
on sporting goods and equipment, and on travel
including gas, hotels and restaurants. Trails also
can have a positive impact on property values
and the housing market. Additionally, trails create jobs as new trail amenities are being constructed. These factors correlate with the current
economy of Victoria as the city is encouraging
walkability and healthy lifestyles and, is growing
in size with increased development. A wayfinding
system would allow the city to capitalize on more
of these economic benefits.
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Methodology
Approaches and Methods

• Analysis of successful wayfinding plans from cities and townships
with similarities
• Identification of key destinations in the city
• Identification of popular routes/trails of users
• Identification of potential locations for signage
• Identification of signage options and potential costs associated with
these signs

Wayfinding Methodology
The factors taken into consideration when selecting sign location and design include an analysis of successful wayfinding plans from cities and townships with similar amenities such as parks and
trails. For example, The City of Wayzata Wayfinding Signage Plan provided insight as to how routes
and nodes of activity might be identified in conjunction with a downtown and access to a major bike
trail. Additionally, destinations in this plan were categorized by their function (Civic, Cultural, Natural
and Economic), this type of classification was used to identify the destinations and amenities in the
City of Victoria. Finally, The Wayfinding Handbook: Information Design for Public Places (Gibson, 2009)
served as the major platform and tool for designing the Wayfinding system. Our system was designed
by first identifying major points of interest in the community as destinations. Then we identified
routes of travel to major destinations and linkages to the existing trail system. At that point, our maps
provided us with an understanding of where there were major nodes and where travelers might need
direction to reach their final destination. Based on these “crossroads”, our team identified hubs where
a sign could be located and what information the signs would need to display.
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Wayfinding Proposal
Wayfinding Signage Locations, Wideview
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Directional Sign Wording Plan
Sign
(marked by letter)

Arrow North
(UP)

Arrow South
(DOWN)

Arrow West
(LEFT)

A

-Victoria

B

-Victoria

C

-Dowtntown
Victoria

Arrow East
(Right)
-Lake Minnetonka LRT

-Lake Minnetonka LRT

-Downtown
Victoria

D
E

-Rec Center

-Downtown Victoria
-Carver Park
-Mn Landscape
Reserve
Arboretum

-Lions Park

-Lake Minnetonka
LRT

F

-Downtown
Victoria

G

-Downtown
Victoria

H

-Downtown
Victoria

-Victoria
Elementary School

I

-Victoria

-Chaska

J

-Holy Family

-Rec Center
-Diethelm Park

K

-Downtown
Victoria
-Lake Minnetonka
LRT
-Lions Park

-City Hall
-Library

L

-Downtown
Victoria
-Lake Minnetonka -Victoria
LRT
Elementary School

-Holy Family
-Rec Center

M

-MN Landscape
Arboretum

N

-Lake Minnetonka
LRT

-Post Office

-City Hall
-Library

O

-Downtown
Victoria
-Lake Minnetonka
LRT
-Lions Park

-Waconia

-MN Landscape
Arboretum

-Carver Park
Reserve

-Chaska

-Mn Landscape
Arboretum
-Rec Center

-Holy Family
-Rec Center
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Wayfinding Sign Locations, Downtown

The plan proposed here lists the location of the signposts from the wayfinding map, identified by the
sign post’s corresponding letters. The columns denote the direction an arrow symbol will point with
the destination of interest in the column below. Most sign locations identify 3 or 4 directions a traveler may take. Overall our signage plan based on our wayfinding map, calls for 15 posts with 47 total
signs on these posts.

20

When considering the look and layout of the signs, our team referenced the The Wayfinding Hand-

book: Information Design for Public Places (Gibson, 2009) again. Our team also looked closely at
the architecture and design of the current signs and publications in the city and county. The goal in
signage design is to enhance the functionality of the paths to destinations in the city while preserving
the character and image of the community. Additionally, our plan examines the cost effectiveness of
a new signage system.

Met Council Best Practices
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Wayfinding: Best Practices for the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area
(Draft for Review, July, 19, 2011) notes that there is no standard wayfinding system for existing or
future trails in the twin cities metro area. This document proposes a universal system for trail wayfinding in the area. But as there is no metro-wide regulation on wayfinding, the best practices of the
Met Council seeks to provide a “tool box” for wayfinding in Minnesota that integrates individual trail
segments into the larger system for usability and appeal (p.2) Our signage proposal attempts to incorporate key recommendations made by the Metropolitan Council. Our signage proposal focuses on
signage for “Limited Access Trails” like the Minnetonka LRT that runs through the City of Victoria and
Roadway Trails as those have the most prevalence in the area as walkers and bikers access the downtown economic center. Major recommendations for these types of trails include directional signs and
identity signs, which our plan includes.

From: Bicycle and Pedestrian Wayfinding: Best Practices for the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area. (Draft for Review, July, 19, 2011). Saint Paul, Minnesota: The Metropolitan Council.
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Suggested Sign Design
Our signage plan also relied heavily on the Metropolitan Council’s recommendations for “Directional Signs” that provide information to routes,
destinations and services using words and common symbols. The placement of these signs was

Our suggested sign design clearly identifies the direction of destinations of interest along
traveling routes and fits with common roadway
signs so that even the most novice walkers should

based upon access points and decision points

be comfortable following their suggestions. The

along routes (p. 12)

following sign is an example of the proposed

Below are examples of directional signs that the
Metropolitan Council presents and which guided
our consideration for signage design:

sign, and is also a sample sign from the Bicycle
and Pedestrian Wayfinding:
Best Practices for the Twin
Cities Metropolitan Area (2011)
with modifications to better fit
the image of the city:

Our proposed modifications
include the removal of mile
markers to the destination and
that the bicycle symbol should
be replaced with a pedestrian.
We believe that the bicycle
symbols may deter walkers as
pedestrians and bikers are likely to use the proposed routes
proposed by this system.
22

Additionally, we did not include mile markers as
we wanted to leave more room on the signs in
order to indicate the potential destinations that
the signs point to. Finally, we believe that blue

Signage should be:
• Easy to see

signs would improve the visual appeal of the
walking and biking routes in this plan and fit with
the themes that the City of Victoria already employs.

• Compliment the transport mode it
serves

The sign height, size and positioning proposed for an initial quote was based on the U.S.
Department of Transportation Federal Highway
Administration’s Manual on Uniform Traffic Con-

• Attractive

trol Devices (Chapter 9B, 2009). The image below
shows the sample placement for a “Post-Mounted Sign”. Ideally this how the signs in this plan

• Simple + Functional

would be positioned along roadways and trails.
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Section 9B.02 of the manual outlines design

EFA signs proposed that Lyle Signs would com-

standards of bicycle signage. We chose to base

plete the art layout. The cost of Lyle’s art lay-

our signage on these standards as many of the

out is $93.75/layout plus and additional cost of

trails in the City are used by both pedestrians

$25.00 for each image revision. The quote that

and bicyclists, and may be placed on along

the team was given is valid for 30 days. The

roadways that include motor vehicles. The stan-

quote did not include the cost for freight and the

dards that apply to the signs in our plan are in

labor involved in installing the signs. The signage

the table below, which is an excerpt from Table

cost details are outlined below based on the

9B-1”Bicycle Facility Sign and Plaque Minimum

quote. There were no revision costs included in

Sizes” in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control

this estimate. The signage plan in total is about

Devices.

$3,000.00.

Sign Pricing
After determining the criteria for the sign

The City may pursue a different sign design and

design and size, we contacted the recommend-

structure. However, this plan is meant to serve as

ed signage company, Earl F. Andersen, Division

a foundation for future development and shows a

of Safety Signs, for further recommendations

benchmark for the costs that may be involved in

and a cost estimate. The company proposed

purchasing signs as part of the wayfinding plan.

the following (Details in Appendix A):

Costs may vary as the signage plan is implement-

•

30”wide panels with 6” allocated for each

ed and/or altered. The quote in this report is a

name plate (ie 2 name plates = 12”)

rough estimate in order to consider the invest-

Arrows and pedestrian symbol would be

ment in the plan.

•

same sizes, text to fit in remaining plate
space
•

30xX, Single face, 3M HIP reflective, 1170
overlay, 080 aluminum, std perimeter margin, standard radius (1 1/2” for <24”, 1 7/8
for 30”), standard 1 post punching

•

Vector art to be provided in the proposed
size by Customer
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Arrow West
(LEFT)

Directional Sign Wording Plan
Arrow South
(DOWN)
-Victoria

Arrow North
(UP)

A
-Victoria

Sign
(marked by letter)
B
-Dowtntown Victoria

Arrow East
(Right)
-Lake Minnetonka LRT
-Lake Minnetonka LRT

Quote from EFA Signs
(see original details in Appendix A)

$93.75

$136.65

$143.75

TOTAL per
Sign

$50.00

$93.75

$136.65

$143.75

Lyle Art
Layout
30x12

$42.90

$93.75

$93.75

Sign Price
30X6

$42.90

$50.00

Proposed
Size

30x6

30x12

-Downtown Victoria

C

$158.05

D

$158.05

$258.95

$93.75

$143.75

$158.05

$93.75

$251.80

$93.75

$64.30

$93.75

$273.25

$187.50

-Carver Park Reserve -Mn Landscape Arboretum 30X18

$64.30

$187.50

$273.25

$71.45

30x18

$50.00

$187.50

$258.95

$64.30

-Downtown Victoria

30x12

$64.30

$187.50

$258.95

30X18

F
-Downtown Victoria
-Victoria Elementary
School

30x18

$85.75

$187.50

$160.75

-Downtown Victoria
-Carver Park Reserve -Mn Landscape Arboretum 30x24

G
-Downtown Victoria
-Chaska

30x30

$85.75

$187.50

$2,914.60

-Lake Minnetonka LRT

H
-Victoria

-Rec Center
-Diethelm Park

30x30

$71.45

$75.00

-Rec Center

I
-Holy Family

-City Hall
-Library

30x24

$71.45

$1,950.00

-Lions Park

J

-Downtown Victoria
-Lake Minnetonka LRT -Lions Park

-Holy Family
-Rec Center

30x24

$85.75

E

K

-Downtown Victoria
-Victoria Elementary
-Lake Minnetonka LRT School

-City Hall
-Library

$964.60

-Rec Center

L
-MN Landscape
Arboretum

-Post Office

-MN Landscape Arboretum 30x30

-Holy Family
-Rec Center

M

-Lake Minnetonka LRT

-Waconia

-Chaska

N

-Downtown Victoria
-Lake Minnetonka LRT -Lions Park

Totals:

O
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Funding
There are several ways that the City of
Victoria could go about funding a signage plan
in the city. First, there will likely need to be
some amount of funding appropriated to the
project by the city council. There are also several cost sharing options the city could explore
in conjunction with Carver County.
In the County policy document, Policies for
Cost Participation Between Carver County and
Other Agencies for Standalone Cooperative
Trail Improvement Projects, there are several

“There will be

economic
benefits

beyond the city limits if the plan is implemented”

trails in Victoria that are identified and classified below (Appendix A):
•

•

•

Linking Regional Trails

If signs are considered an amenity the County
may contribute funding. Additionally, if signs

>SW RT Connection Chaska to Victoria

help the trails to meet “Standard Specifica-

>HWY 5 Trail

tions” there may be an opportunity for County

Destination Regional Trails/Corridors

contribution. Finally, the policy allows for joint

>HWY 5 Trail (alternate route) (pro

powers agreements in unique circumstances

posed)

which may also provide an opportunity for the

>Lake Minnetonka Regional Trail

City to gain financial assistance.

Local Trail Corridors in County & State
Roadways
>Co Rd 18 Trail

Other alternatives for generating revenue for the signs include sponsorship, where
local business can help pay for a sign in ex-

As some of these trails are included in the

change for advertising rights, or by creating a

wayfinding plan, and there will be economic

“Friends of the Trails” or “Friends of the Parks”

benefits beyond the city limits if the plan is

organization where community members can

implemented, it would be beneficial to include

organize around fundraising and improvement.

the county in planning and funding discussion.

Both of these alternatives might also generate

The document provides no direct policy on

funds for increased signage beyond the scope

cost sharing for signage but does have some

of this plan and/or other trail and park initia-

regulations on sharing for trail amenities.

tives.
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Recommendations+Conclusion
Recommendations for Future Innovations

With increased traffic into the City of Victoria and increased use of the local trails and parks, it
will be increasingly beneficial to implement the proposed trail connection between the City of Victoria and the City of Chaska. This link will greatly contribute to the existing trail infrastructure and drive
development. Likewise, the City may explore the idea of printing maps for those that are interested in
something tangible and/or create a digital map for smartphone users to access while in transit. The use
of QR codes to access online maps could also be a new way to link trail users to more information and
direct trail users to local destinations.

Conclusion
The proposed wayfinding plan for the City of Victoria connects the diverse amenities of the city
for increased accessibility and improved user experience. These factors contribute to the likelihood of
increased economic activity, the city’s walkability goals, and county planning options. The City of Victoria would benefit from the signage outlined in this plan as projections for future trail development and
growth in the area are positive.
The City of Victoria has a golden opportunity to use wayfinding to
highlight the many unique qualities that make it such a wonderful place to live
and to visit. As utilization rates of the trail system in Carver county
continue to rise and the county population increases,
implimenting a wayfinding plan now can help usher Victoria
into a new era as a centrally important visitor destination
within Carver county.
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Appendix

Victoria Wayfinding
12/3/2015
We would suggest 30"wide panels with 6" allocated for each name plate (ie 2 name plates = 12")
Arrows and pedestrian symbol would be same sizes, text to fit in remaining plate space (examples shown)
Signs
30xX, Single face, 3M HIP reflective, 1170 overlay, 080 aluminum, std perimeter margin, standard radius (1 1/2" for , <24, 1 7/8 for 30"), standard 1 post punching
Color
white/blue
We would prefer vector art to be provided in the proposed size by Customer
If Lyle Signs is asked to complete art layout, cost is $93.75 /layout plus and additional cost of $25.00 for each image revision. PDF proof to be provided.
Quote valid for 30 days
FOB EFA truck
Ship 14 to 21 days aro and approved artwork,
Sign
(marked by
letter)

Arrow North (UP)

Arrow South (DOWN)

A

-Victoria

B

-Victoria

C

Arrow West (LEFT)

-MN Landscape Arboretum
Dowtntown Victoria

D

-Downtown Victoria

E

-Rec Center

Arrow East (RIGHT)

-Mn Landscape Arboretum

Proposed Size

Lyle Pricing
Lyle Art
layout
Sign price

Each art
revision

30x12
30x6
30x12

$
$
$

50.00 $
42.90 $
50.00 $

93.75 $
93.75 $
93.75 $

25.00
25.00
25.00

30x6

$

42.90 $

93.75 $

25.00

30x24

$

71.45 $

93.75 $

25.00

30x18

$
$

$
64.30 $
64.30 $

93.75 $
93.75 $
93.75 $

25.00
25.00
25.00

30x12

$
$

64.30 $
50.00 $

93.75 $
93.75 $

25.00
25.00

30x18

$

64.30 $

93.75 $

25.00

30x30

$

30x30

$

$
85.75 $
$
85.75 $
$

93.75
93.75
93.75
93.75
93.75

$
$
$
$
$

25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

30x24

$

71.45 $

93.75 $

25.00

$

93.75 $

25.00

71.45 $
$
85.75 $

93.75 $
93.75 $
75.00 $

25.00
25.00
20.00

-Downtown Victoria
-Mn Landscape Arboretum
-Carver Park Reserve
F

-Downtown Victoria

G

-Downtown Victoria

H

-Downtown Victoria

I

-Victoria

J

-Holy Family

-Lions Park

-Lake Minnetonka LRT
-Carver Park Reserve

-Victoria Elementary
School
-Chaska

-Mn Landscape Arboretum

30x18

-Rec Center

30x18

-Rec Center

K
L

M

-Diethelm Park

-Downtown Victoria
-Lions Park
-Lake Minnetonka LRT
-Downtown Victoria
-Victoria Elementary
-Lake Minnetonka LRT School
-MN Landscape
Arboretum

-Chaska

-City Hall
-Library
-Holy Family
-Rec Center
-Holy Family
-Rec Center

N

-Lake Minnetonka LRT

-Post Office

O

-Downtown Victoria
-Lions Park
-Lake Minnetonka LRT

-Waconia

-City Hall

30x24

$

30x30

$

-Library
-MN Landscape Arboretum

Rough layouts for example only

30x18

30x12

30x24
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